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A B S T R A C T   

Low-bias etching of silicon (Si) using sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) plasma is a valuable tool in the manufacturing of 
electronic devices and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). This kind of etching offers an almost isotropic 
etching behaviour, since the low voltage bias does not provide enough vertical acceleration and kinetic energy to 
the ions. Due to this near-isotropic behavior, the aforementioned plasma etching finds application as an alter-
native to wet etching in, e.g., MEMS and optical applications since it provides a cleaner and more precisely 
controllable process. However, the degree of isotropy and, consequently, the final surface profile remain difficult 
to control. In this work, we apply a three-dimensional feature-scale topography simulation to low-bias SF6 

etching experiments in Si to aid in process development and to investigate the physical etching mechanisms 
which govern the final surface geometry. We achieve this by accurately reproducing three distinct experimental 
data sets and by discussing the meaning of the phenomenological model parameters involved in the topography 
simulation in detail. We show that our phenomenological top-down flux calculation approach more accurately 
reproduces the experimental results than conventional strictly isotropic and bottom-up approaches. The reactor 
loading effect is taken into account as a general reduction of the model etch rates, which is supported by 
comparing simulated to experimentally determined etch depths in different loading regimes. Our model is also 
able to accurately reproduce reported trench geometries for different mask openings and etch times using a single 
parameter set for a given reactor configuration. Hence, we propose that the model parameters, in particular the 
average effective sticking coefficient, can be taken as a proxy of the reactor configuration. We provide an 
empirical relationship linking the average sticking coefficient of a reactor recipe to a measurable degree of 
isotropy of etched geometries. This empirical relationship can be used in practice to (i) estimate the average 
effective sticking coefficient of independent experiments and to (ii) fine-tune the etched geometry.   

1. Introduction 

Plasma etching of silicon (Si) using sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) gases 
is a standard technology in modern microfabrication processes [1], with 
applications such as memory devices, microelectromechanical systems 
(MEMS), and as a sub-step in the Bosch process [2,3]. Under low-bias 
conditions, SF6 plasma etching is known to have a near-isotropic 
behavior yielding profiles similar, but not identical, to those obtained 
by isotropic wet etching [4]. This is due to the low voltage bias between 

the plasma and the wafer not accelerating the ions to a large degree. 
Therefore, the anisotropic component, caused by the kinetic energy of 
the vertically impinging ions, is minimal [5]. The near-isotropic 
behavior has proven to be useful in, e.g., optical applications, where 
surface cleanliness requirements favor plasma etching over wet etching 
[6]. Furthermore, in MEMS applications, the surface tension of wet 
etchants can lead to damage of the involved layers and membranes at 
the micro- and nano-scale [7]. In addition, plasma etching provides 
advantages with respect to controllability, reproducibility, and 
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uniformity. 
At first, plasma etching of Si was proposed using fluorine gas (F2) [8] 

and xenon difluoride (XeF2) [9]. These processes yield isotropic etch 
characteristics and XeF2 etching in particular has been recently applied 
for the realization of on-chip cooling microchannels [10] and for the 
development of MEMS sacrificial layers [7]. However, XeF2 reacts with 
moisture to form hydrofluoric acid (HF) [11], which etches silica (SiO2) 
[4], imposing selectivity restrictions when using SiO2 masks. In addi-
tion, etching with XeF2 is an expensive process that requires specially 
designed equipment which has not been integrated with complementary 
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication processes [4]. Out of 
the many fluorinated gases, SF6 is frequently used due to its inert nature 
and superior etch rate [12]. Thus, SF6 etching of Si has been established 
as a preferred, CMOS-compatible method. 

Although these higher etch rates and reaction probabilities are 
important for high-throughput industrial applications, they can lead to 
complications if isotropic etch characteristics are desired. Notwith-
standing, significant progress has been made since low-bias SF6 etching 
of Si has been proposed for Si microlens mold fabrication [13]. Critical 
work has been done to control the roughness of the final surface [14,15], 
leading to the development of high-finesse optical resonator cavities [6]. 

The final shapes of the etched surfaces are not straightforwardly 
predicted since the process is not perfectly isotropic. This has lead to the 
definition of a quantitative metric of isotropy [4] and its measurement in 
patterned features. Those results indicate that SF6 can be used in a va-
riety of applications as a replacement for wet etching or for a complex 
etch chemistry such as XeF2. The question of how to control the isotropy 
and thus the final shape, remains under investigation. 

We tend to this knowledge gap by developing a topography simu-
lation with a phenomenological surface model and calibrating it to 
experimental data. Feature-scale topography simulations are part of 
process technology computer-aided design (TCAD) workflows which 
enable, among others, the investigation of etched or deposited materials 
[16]. Two-dimensional feature-scale modeling of SF6 etching of Si has 
been reported for anisotropic, high-bias conditions [17]. In the low-bias 
regime, a different set of challenges for accurately modeling the 
topography occurs. Recently, we have proposed a three-dimensional 
feature-scale simulation for low-bias SF6 etching of Si [18] including a 
robust calibration procedure and applied it to the optimization of the 
fabrication of optical microcavity resonators. Nevertheless, this model 
involves a quantity which is not readily available: the sticking coeffi-
cient β, a measurement of the reaction probability between reactants 
and the surface. It is a necessary parameter to calculate etchant flux 
values while taking into account reflections of impinging values. How-
ever, β values are challenging to measure, and vary over a wide range 
depending on specific experimental conditions in ways which are still 
under investigation [19,20]. 

In this work, we expand the physical interpretation of the phenom-
enological surface model involved in the feature-scale topography 
simulation with a top-down approach, in particular discussing the role of 
sticking coefficients (Section 2). The model results are shown and dis-
cussed in detail in Section 3 in multiple manners. Our model is con-
trasted to conventional, strictly isotropic, and bottom-up models [21] in 
their ability to replicate experimentally measured cavities. The role of 
the reactor loading effect is then discussed as it relates to the capabilities 
of the model. We calibrate our model to two data sets of etched trenches 
reported in the literature [13,4], highlighting the capability of our 
model to reproduce multiple geometries and etch times with a single 
parameter set for each different reactor configuration. With this insight, 
we propose that the isotropy, which is a measurable quantity, can be 
used to estimate the average effective sticking coefficient, thereby 
effectively characterizing the reactor configuration. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Topography simulation 

In order to simulate the three-dimensional time evolution of an 
etched surface, we employ the level-set method [22]. The evolving 
surface is represented as the zero level-set of the signed distance func-
tion ϕ. Its propagation is described by the solution of the following level- 
set equation for ϕ: 

∂ϕ(x, t)
∂t

+ER
(

x
)⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒∇ϕ

(

x, t
)⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ = 0. (1) 

The modeling of surface reactions and subsequent local etch rates is 
achieved via the local etch rate field ER(x), as discussed below. The 
solution of (1) is performed by Silvaco’s three-dimensional process 
TCAD tool Victory Process [23] and by the open-source topography 
simulator ViennaTS [24]. In Fig. 1, we present a two-dimensional illus-
tration of three possible approaches to generate ER(x) for an isotropic 
etchant. 

As reported previously [1], under low-bias conditions the etching is 
expected to be near-isotropic. Such etching is mostly performed by 
highly reactive isotropic F radicals generated in the plasma. The lack of 
energetic ions also improves etch selectivity of Si over photoresist or 
hardmask [25]. Due to the low-bias, the directional component caused 
by the vertically accelerated ions is minimal. 

The precise nature of the low-bias behavior requires accurate 
modelling. The straightforward approach, i.e., strictly isotropic, is rep-
resented in Fig. 1.a). In this case, the same constant etch rate is applied 
to all exposed surface elements of the same material. This results in a 
surface equivalent to that processed by ideal isotropic wet etching [26]. 

Fig. 1. Illustration of models for the local etch rate ER(x). Our top-down model 
(c) is contrasted to the conventional strictly isotropic (a) and bottom-up 
(b) procedures. 
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Therefore, in the strictly isotropic case the etch rate ERS− I(x) is simply a 
function of the involved material (in this example, either Si or the resist): 

ERS− I
(
x
)
= ERSi/resist. (2) 

However, since plasma etching is a gas-phase method, the etchant 
distribution is not always identical across the surface. A more complex 
model thus requires the construction of an approximation to the local 
flux of etchant particles Γ(x) in order to more accurately model ER(x). 
An elementary approach to calculating Γ(x), represented in Fig. 1.b), 
assumes that the incoming particle stream originates isotropically from 
a source plane. Subsequently, the local visibility of this plane is calcu-
lated in a bottom-up fashion for the hemisphere above each surface 
element [21], leading to a local flux Γvis(x) which is normalized to 1 for a 
fully-exposed element. The final etch rate is the plane-wafer etch rate 
weighted with Γvis(x). This model allows the capture of some 
topography-dependent effects, however, it does not take reflections of 
impinging particles into account. The etch rate field in the bottom-up 
model ERB− U(x) is: 

ERB− U
(
x
)
= Γvis

(
x
)
⋅ERSi/resist. (3) 

We propose a physically richer top-down model, as shown in Fig. 1. 
c), supporting multiple reflections according to the sticking probability 
β. This is achieved by a Monte Carlo sampling of multiple particles of a 
single type, which are generated isotropically in the source plane and 
carry a flux payload Γray. Their trajectories through the domain are 
computed using a ray-tracing method and reflective boundary condi-
tions. When a simulated particle hits the surface, it is terminated, 
leaving its payload Γray at the surface site. A new reflected particle is 
generated, following an isotropic reflection distribution and having a 
new payload Γref mediated by βSi/resist, i.e.: 

Γref =
(
1 − βSi/resist

)
⋅Γray. (4) 

Finally, the local etch rate of the surface is calculated from the 
normalized sum of Γray(x) for all particles, both generated in the source 
plane and reflected, and from the plane-wafer etch rate ER. The 
normalization constant N is the product of the source plane area and the 
number of rays generated on the source plane, so that a fully exposed 
element receives the plane-wafer etch rates. This model effectively 
generalizes the two previous ones, as the strictly isotropic approach is 
recovered with the limit β→0+, and the bottom-up, with β→1− . In 
summary, the etch rate for the top-down model ERT− D is: 

ERT− D

(

x

)

=
1
N

(
∑

ray
Γray

(

x

))

⋅ERSi/resist. (5) 

The isotropic source and reflection distributions are motivated by the 
low-bias characteristics of the etching process [27]. As a consequence, 
the etchants are not accelerated and interact with the surface in a diffuse 
manner. This is consistent with the expected etching mechanism: The 
generation of F radicals in the plasma which chemically attack the 
surface [8]. 

Therefore, the free parameters are the Si plane-wafer etch rates ERSi, 
and the photoresist etch rate ERresist. In addition, the top-down model has 
as parameters the sticking coefficients βSi and βresist. Although this in-
dicates that the top-down model is successful due to its additional fitting 
parameters, we discuss in Section 3.1 that conventional models require 
different values of ERSi for each individual initial photoresist geometry, 
which is not straightforwardly justifiable from a physical standpoint. 
Thus, the top-down model involves not only an equivalent number of 
parameters, but also its values can be physically interpreted and 
compared to reported results [25]. 

2.2. Physical interpretation of the phenomenological surface model 

As discussed above, the top-down model requires two parameters per 

involved material: ERmaterial and βmaterial. The physical interpretation of 
ERmaterial is straightforward, i.e., the plane-wafer etch rate. This is 
experimentally accessible and is routinely measured. In contrast, the 
interpretation of the sticking coefficient βmaterial is more complex. Stick-
ing coefficients are often a source of confusion in the literature [19], and 
they are hard to measure experimentally. In our top-down model, βmaterial 
simply represents the fraction of an incoming ray payload that is 
adsorbed onto a surface element: 

Γads = βmaterial⋅Γray. (6) 

To understand the physical meaning of β, we analyze it with respect 
to Langmuir adsorption kinetics models. In a Langmuir model of fluo-
rinated etching of Si, a sticking coefficient is introduced as the reaction 
probability of an incoming F etchant species adsorbing into the Si sur-
face. The adsorption rate Rads of F in a surface element is given by [17] 

Rads = S0
(
1 − ΘF

)
⋅ΓF = Seff ⋅ΓF, (7)  

where S0 is the sticking coefficient of F on a clean, unfluorinated Si 
surface, ΓF is the incoming F flux, and ΘF is the F local surface coverage. 
ΘF represents the fraction of available surface sites occupied by F, thus 
varies between 0 and 1. Seff(x) = S0(1 − ΘF) is the effective sticking co-
efficient, its minimum value is 0 and it reaches its maximum value (S0) 
when the surface is perfectly clean (ΘF = 0). 

Calculating coverage values introduces several complications and a 
myriad of new parameters. A more detailed chemical reaction model 
would also require different clean surface sticking coefficients S0 for 
different impinging fluorinated species (e.g., F2, SFx). To further 
complicate matters, the role of S is still under investigation; S might 
directly catalyze the etch reaction by increasing the sticking coefficient 
of F [19,20]. 

In our model we do not calculate neither surface coverages nor 
consider individual chemical species and reactions. Our single Monte 
Carlo particle represents a sampling of all the different impinging spe-
cies present in the reactor. However, our sticking can be seen as an 
average effective sticking coefficient (Seff), which captures the effects of 
surface coverage and of different chemical species in one global 
parameter. By comparing Eq. (6) to Eq. (7) we achieve: 

βSi⋅Γray = Seff ⋅ΓF. (8) 

Eq. (8) provides a useful connection between our phenomenological 
model to results from surface physics. It defines an expected upper 
bound, as βSi⩽S0. Accordingly, β should not exceed the maximum re-
ported value in the literature for Si etched by SF6, i.e., S0 = 0.7 [17]. It 
also implies that, with a proper calibration to a given reactor setup, β 
provides guidance to the global etch reaction probability of the reactor 
species. As discussed in the following sections, the calibration of our 
model also utilizes a global plane wafer etch rate ERmaterial that is not tied 
to any specific chemical species. Hence, both model parameters attempt 
to capture the global conditions of the reactor, defining our phenome-
nological modeling to the complex plasma etching phenomena. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Evaluation of the etch rate model 

To evaluate the proposed model, we compare it to three-dimensional 
profilometer measurements of experimentally fabricated structures [6]. 
Multiple cavities were etched simultaneously on Si using a two-step SF6 
plasma etching process with the reactor setup shown in Table 1. Each 
cavity is under a different initial photoresist cylindrical opening d. We 
studied three different cavities with a respective d of 12.4 μm, 34 μm, 
and 52 μm. A first etch step was performed for 320 s and took place 
having the photoresist present. After photoresist removal using acetone, 
a second etch step was applied for 48 min. 

The parameters for the top-down model are obtained with an auto-
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matic calibration procedure previously developed by us [18] and pre-
sented in Table 2. For the strictly isotropic and bottom-up models, the 
same ERresist and second etch step ERSi are applied, however, each cavity 
requires a manually calibrated first step ERSi, presented in Table 3. A 
cross-section contrasting the simulation approaches to the experiment is 
shown Fig. 2. 

The results show the failure of the bottom-up model, since it cannot 
correctly capture the curvature, i.e., it underestimates the etch rates at 
the sidewalls. The strictly isotropic model has a very similar shape to the 
experiment and to the top-down model, in particular for the cavity with 
d = 12.4 μm. However, since it applies the same rate to all exposed 
regions, the bottom of the cavity, i.e., the area under the original 
photoresist opening, remains unrealistically flat. Since the strictly 
isotropic model is equivalent to having β = 0, the similarity of the 
strictly isotropic model to the experimental profile is evidence that a low 
β is expected, as confirmed by the calibrated values in Table 2. However, 
the perfectly flat profiles at the bottom are not observed in the experi-
ment [6] and, additionally, cause the surface to be unsuited for optical 
applications and incompatible with further numerical investigation 
[28]. 

In addition to the observed correspondence with the experiment 
shown in Fig. 2, the top-down model offers a significant advantage. Only 
a single ERSi for the first etch step is required, whereas separate values 
are required for each cavity for conventional models. This indicates that 
the top-down model more accurately captures the real chemical pro-
cesses involved in low-bias SF6 etching. The calibrated parameters in 
Table 2 show a lower ERSi for the second etch step. This is expected due 
to the effect of reactor loading, which is discussed in detail in Section 
3.2. 

Using topography simulations, we are able to explore states which 
are not readily available experimentally. In particular, the profile after 
the first etch step but before photoresist removal, shown in Fig. 3. For 
the top-down approach, this figure is obtained with the parameters from 
Table 2. The parameters were re-calibrated for the bottom-up and 
strictly isotropic models in order to achieve the same depth. 

We can see that the bottom-up approach without reflections has 
fundamental limitations. The shape is more bulbous, which leads to the 
incorrect final curvature as seen in Fig. 2. Additionally, the bottom-up 
model without reflections is unable to capture underetching, i.e., the 
etching of Si directly below the photoresist, which is experimentally a 
known feature of low-bias SF6 etching [1]. For the strictly isotropic 
approach, the flatness of the bottom is even clearer at this step. As dis-
cussed previously, this makes the strictly isotropic approach unsuitable. 
Finally, we would like to highlight that our simulations indicate the 
presence of photoresist tapering during the etching, which is a 

phenomenon of interest for further process improvement. 

3.2. Reactor loading effect 

The reactor loading effect is an observed reduction in etch rates due 
to changes in the exposed wafer surface [1,29]. As the amount of 
available Si exposed to the reactor increases, for example after removal 
of the photoresist, there is a diminution of the local amount of available 
reactants since they are consumed by the larger area. Thus, a reduction 

Table 1 
Reported experimental ICP reactor configurations.  

Parameter Wachter et al. 
2019 [6] 

Panduranga et al. 
2019 [4] 

Larsen et al. 
2005 [13] 

Pressure (mTorr) – 30 10 

Flow rate (sccm) 100 50 200 
Coil power (kW) 2 2 3 
Table power (W) 15 0 0 
Chuck temperature 

(◦C) 
30 20 20  

Table 2 
Calibrated parameters for top-down simulation [18].  

Parameter Calibrated value 

First etch step ERSi 2.15 μm min− 1 

Second etch step ERSi 0.66 μm min− 1 

ERresist 0.21 μm min− 1 

βSi 7.5% 
βresist 6.1%  

Table 3 
Calibrated first etch step 1st ERSi for each photoresist opening d for the strictly 
isotropic and bottom-up simulations.  

d Strictly isotropic 1st ERSi Bottom-up 1st ERSi 

12.4 μm 1.45 μm min− 1 23.0 μm min− 1 

34 μm 1.94 μm min− 1 6.0 μm min− 1 

52 μm 2.09 μm min− 1 3.6 μm min− 1  

Fig. 2. Cross-sections of the simulated surfaces using the models from Fig. 1 
and measurements of experimentally fabricated surfaces with different initial 
photoresist openings d using a two-step low-bias SF6 plasma etching process. 

Fig. 3. Simulated etched surfaces for a cavity with photoresist d = 12.4 μm 
showing underetching and photoresist tapering. 
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in etch rates is observed even with otherwise identical reactor 
configurations. 

This complicates the development of a general topography simula-
tion for a given reactor configuration, since not only the reactor but the 
exposed area must be taken into account. We tackle this issue by treating 
the ERSi as a fitting parameter for each reactor and wafer configuration. 
This treatment approximates the exposed area as constant during the 
involved etch step, which is reasonable assuming a low photoresist or 
hardmask etch rate. 

The inclusion of different etch rates due to reactor loading was 
already shown to be necessary for reproducing the profiles of the two- 
step cavity etch [6,18], discussed in Section 3.1. In order to validate 
this approach more generally, we calibrate our simulation to results 
reported by Panduranga et al. [4]. The authors report etch depths of SF6 
etching of Si using an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) reactor under a 
large (500 μm diameter) cylindrical hardmask (chromium-on-oxide) 
opening in two configurations: with a carrier wafer (high loading, lower 
etch rates) and placed directly on the stainless steel carrier plate (low 
loading, higher etch rates). 

We manually calibrate our simulations by adjusting the plane-wafer 
etch rate ERSi for each reactor loading configuration until agreement 
with the reported etch depths is found. The time evolution of these 
simulations and their comparison to the reported experimental mea-
surements are shown in Fig. 4. Good agreement is observed, supporting 
our treatment of the ERSi as a different fitting parameter for each 
configuration. Our calibrated etch rate simulation parameters are shown 
in Table 4, and they are within the range of experimental values re-
ported in the original work (between 2.07 and 2.47 μm min− 1 in the low 
loading regime). 

3.3. Etching on trenches 

A key advantage of our three-dimensional simulation is that we can 
evaluate trenches separately to cylindrical holes, whereas two- 
dimensional simulations cannot distinguish between them. Although 
both geometries yield equivalent cross-sections, our top-down model 
results in different local etch rates, since the overall number of incoming 
particles at each point depends on reflections through the whole ge-
ometry. We are thus able to manually calibrate simulations to Si 
trenches etched with low-bias SF6 reported in the literature. 

Larsen et al. [13] report scanning electron micrography profiles of 
trenches etched in the same reactor configuration, shown in Table 1, for 
different photoresist initial openings and etch times t. The initial ge-
ometry of the simulations are individual photoresist layers with the 
same reported heights (1.5 μm) and initial openings (d) and over a slab 
of Si of dimensions 140 μm× 40 μm, i.e., each trench is simulated 
individually. The same model parameters are then applied to each 

trench, achieving the cross-sectional profiles shown in Fig. 5. The cali-
brated parameters are presented in Table 5. The photoresist sticking 
coefficient was kept the same as the one from the automated calibration 
[18] in Table 2. 

With a single parameter set, we show excellent agreement for values 
of t below 610 s. For higher etch times, our simulations report slightly 
lower local etch rates as our model does not consider the evolution of the 
photoresist geometry. The original work reports a micrography of the 
trench with d = 7 μm and t = 610 s showing significant photoresist 
bending due to stress, which is expected to have occurred in all trenches 
with high etch times. Such bending effectively increases the photoresist 
opening by almost 1 μm, leading to a marginal increase in flux which is 
not captured by our model. This difference is not as pronounced in the 
trench with d = 62 μm as the effective increase in opening is small 
compared to the original opening. 

Similarly, Panduranga et al. [4] etch multiple trenches with the 
reactor setup shown in Table 1, and report etch depths and undercuts 
measured with a stylus profilometer. We calibrate our simulation to 
those points, considering the different masking material (0.39 μm layer 
of chromium-on-oxide hardmask) and keeping the lower plane-wafer 
etch rate from Table 4, since the authors used a high loading regime 
for finer process control. The calibrated parameters are presented in 
Table 6 and the comparison of the simulated geometries to the experi-
mental data is shown in Fig. 6. We note that the reported experimental 
data exhibits noise due to the measurement accuracy, leading to chal-
lenges with regards to calibrating to the measured undercut. Addition-
ally, a comparison of simulated to a scanning electron micrography 
image for a trench with d = 8 μm is shown in Fig. 7. 

Our results show that our phenomenological model combined with 
topography simulation is capable of reproducing etched geometries with 
only two free parameters per material: plane-wafer etch rates and 
sticking coefficients. As shown previously in Fig. 4, the plane-wafer etch 
rates can be estimated by inspecting large features and considering 
reactor loading effects. The sticking coefficient, however, requires in 
principle careful calibration in order to correctly reproduce the geom-
etries. Nonetheless, we highlight that a single parameter set is able to 
reproduce multiple initial geometries and etch times for the same 
reactor configuration. This is evidence that the sticking coefficient 
captures in a phenomenological sense the essential characteristics of the 
reactor configuration and can be taken as a proxy of the reactor recipe. 

4. Empirical relationship between degree of isotropy and 
phenomenological model 

Since low-bias SF6 plasma etching of Si does not yield ideally 
isotropic profiles, a measurement of the degree of isotropy I has been 
proposed for trenches [4]: 

I =
H
V
. (9) 

In Eq. (9), H refers to the horizontal etch depth or underetch, i.e., half 
the lateral extent of the trench at the top minus half the initial mask 
opening; and V refers to the vertical etch depth. These quantities are 
shown in Fig. 7. In ideally isotropic structures I = 1, while fully aniso-
tropic vertical structures result in I = 0. This degree of isotropy has to be 
precisely controlled by the process recipe, even if the desired outcome is 
not necessarily I = 1. For example, for laser cavity applications, a pro-
cess with I near 1 would result in a flat bottom which is an undesirable 
feature [30]. 

Fig. 4. Comparison of etch depths reported by Panduranga et al. [4] with 
simulation results in the high and low loading regimes, i.e., with and without a 
Si carrier wafer respectively. 

Table 4 
ERSi simulation parameters manually calibrated to experi-
mental etch depths reported by Panduranga et al. [4].  

Low loading ERSi High loading ERSi 

4.92 μm min− 1 2.40 μm min− 1  
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Therefore, we are driven to apply our phenomenological model to 
improve the understanding of the nature of isotropy in features. In this 
section, we explore how the model parameters affect the degree of 
isotropy by means of computational experiments. To this end, we aim to 
develop an empirical relationship between the model parameters and I 
which can be of use for etch process engineers. 

As discussed in Section 3, our phenomenological model accurately 
describes different trench profiles in the same reactor configuration with 

a single parameter set. However, we observe in Tables 2, 5, and 6 that 
each reactor configuration yields a distinct parameter set. For that 
reason, we assume that the model parameters serve as a proxy for the 
reactor configuration. Thus, we perform a computational study of the 
dependence of I with ERSi, βSi, etch time, and geometrical parameters. 
These different parameters represent multiple possible experimental 
configurations. 

We start our computational experiment with the calibrated param-
eters from Table 6 and a trench with d = 12 μm. With a fixed plane- 
wafer etch rate of ERSi = 2.40 μmmin− 1, we run the simulation for a 
total etch time of 1 h for a sweep of values of βSi from 0 to 1. We then 
extract the degree of isotropy I every 30 s and plot the results in a heat 
map in Fig. 8. Additionally, we plot only the contour map of I for a 
trench with d = 60 μm. The data from this heat map can be used by 
experimental setups with different plane-wafer etch rates, as long as the 
time axis is scaled accordingly. 

In Fig. 8 we note that, as observed in the original work [4], I is 

Fig. 5. Comparison of simulation results to trench profiles reported by Larsen et al. [13] for multiple photoresist openings d and etch times t using the same 
simulation parameter set from Table 5. The simulated profiles with t⩾610 s show a slight underestimation of the local etch rates since our model does not include the 
effects of photoresist bending. 

Table 5 
Calibrated parameter set for trench profiles reported by 
Larsen et al. [13].  

Parameter Calibrated value 

ERSi 7.80 μm min− 1 

ERresist 0.0 μm min− 1 

βSi 35% 
βresist 6.1%  

Table 6 
Calibrated parameter set for trench geometry reported 
by Panduranga et al. [4].  

Parameter Calibrated value 

ERSi 2.40 μm min− 1 

ERhardmask 0.0 μm min− 1 

βSi 50% 
βhardmask 5%  

Fig. 6. Time evolution of the undercut and etch depth for trenches with 
different openings. The points refer to the reported values by Panduranga et al. 
[4] and the solid lines are simulation results. 

Fig. 7. Comparison of simulated topography to scanning electron microscopy 
image from Panduranga et al. [4] for a trench with d = 8 μm. The undercut is 
shown by H and the etch depth by V. Reprinted with permission from J. Vac. 
Sci. Technol. B 37, 061206 (2019). Copyright 2019, American Vacuum Society. 
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impacted by the change of mask width only in a very limited way. We 
also observe that after an initial saturating period, the degree of isotropy 
changes little with time. Thus, our simulation study indicates that both 
the sticking coefficient and I are strongly linked and are essentially 
constant for a given reactor configuration. 

By fixing the etch times to 5, 10, and 50 min, we can extract an 
empirical relationship between the sticking coefficient and I. The result 
is shown in Fig. 9. This relationship is useful since the degree of isotropy 
is a quantity which is directly observable experimentally, whereas the 
phenomenological sticking requires either the calibration of simulations 
or complex experiments. That is, a process engineer can use this 
empirical relationship to estimate the sticking coefficient from an 
experimental measurement of I. Alternatively, these results are also 
important for users of topography simulation wishing to speed up the 
calibration process by making an educated guess of the expected sticking 
value. 

To show the usefulness of the empirical relationship from Fig. 9, we 
also show the range of values of I extracted from profiles reported by 
Larsen et al. [13] and our manual independent calibration of βSi dis-
cussed in Section 3.3. These values show good agreement to the 
empirical relationship, emphasizing that the measured I provides a 
starting point for estimations of the sticking. In addition, we present the 
simulated I for the cavities described in Section 3.1 after the first etch 
step with their automatically calibrated sticking coefficient. This ac-
centuates the value of the method, since it provides an alternative to the 
automated calibration. However, the deviations present can be 
accounted by their different geometry, i.e., a cylindrical hole and not a 
trench. 

As discussed in Section 2.2, our phenomenological sticking coeffi-
cient does not necessarily correspond directly to the true F reaction 
probability. Still, we expect that if a reduction in reaction probability is 
measured, a reduction in the sticking coefficient must follow. In a recent 
review of F-based plasma etching of Si [19], it has been shown that the 
reaction rate of F greatly diminishes with an increase of the measured 
flux of F ΓF. Therefore, if an etch process engineer measures a degree of 
isotropy which is insufficient for the desired targets, the reactor 
configuration should be adapted paying attention to the expected 
changes in ΓF. The chuck temperature is another reactor configuration 
parameter known to have an impact on the chemical reaction paths and 
their probabilities [19]. A distinct reactor configuration would then 
require a new estimation of the phenomenological sticking for further 
fine-tuning of the recipe. 

5. Conclusion 

We present a feature-scale topography simulation with a top-down 
flux calculation approach tailored to the challenges of low-bias SF6 

plasma etching of Si. Particular attention is placed to the involved 
phenomenological surface model and its key parameter: the average 
effective sticking coefficient. By contrasting it to conventional models, 
we show that our phenomenological model is more suited to simulating 
the final etched surfaces. We discuss how the effect of reactor loading 
can be included as a general reduction of the etch rates. Through cali-
brating our model to two different experiments reported in the litera-
ture, we emphasize that our model can reproduce multiple geometries 
and etch times in the same reactor configuration with the same 
parameter set. 

Thus, we conclude that the reactor configuration can be captured in a 
phenomenological way by the model parameters, in particular, by the 
average effective sticking coefficient. By way of a series of computa-
tional experiments, we construct an empirical relationship between the 
average effective sticking coefficient and the degree of isotropy I (Fig. 9). 
Since I can be measured experimentally, we propose that it can be used 
to estimate the average effective sticking coefficient, thereby avoiding 
unnecessary calibration steps or complex experiments. Finally, since we 
expect that the average effective sticking coefficient is mainly influenced 
by the F flux ΓF, we submit that our empirical relationship can be used in 
practice in order to fine-tune the desired degree of isotropy. 
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